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AccessData UT Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-648 www.accessdata.com

Whether it’s for investigation, litigation or compliance, AccessData 
offers industry-leading solutions that put the power of forensics in your 
hands. For 30 years, AccessData has worked with more than 130,000 
clients in law enforcement, government agencies, corporations and law 
firms around the world to understand and focus on their unique 
collection-to-analysis needs. The result? Products that empower faster 
results, better insights, and more connectivity.

Anomali CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 9 9-630 www.anomali.com

Anomali delivers earlier detection and identification of adversaries in 
your organizations network by making it possible to correlate tens of 
millions of threat indicators against your real time network activity logs 
and up to a year or more of forensic log data. Anomali’s approach 
enables detection at every point along the kill chain, making it possible 
to mitigate threats before material damage to your organization has 
occurred.

Avi Networks CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-514 www.avinetworks.com

Avi Vantage delivers elastic load balancing that enables one-click load 
balancer provisioning, simplified troubleshooting, consistent multi-cloud 
architecture, and cost savings of over 50% compared to traditional 
appliance-based load balancers.

Enterprises are undergoing a digital transformation.  IT teams are 
focused on enabling self-service to quickly add capacity, perform on-
demand scaling, and reduce costs.  Unlike appliance-centric load 
balancers that are manual, inelastic, and resource-intensive, Avi 
Networks provides an elastic load balancer with centralized control, 
integrated visibility, and built-in automation that autoscales with 
application traffic across any environment.

The platform provides a consistent set of services – elastic load 
balancing (L4-L7), global server load balancing, DNS services, traffic 
encryption and security, and real-time application performance 
analytics – across both on-prem data centers and cloud. These services 
help businesses meet their digital transformation goals by enabling 
agility, improving the end-user experience, and reducing costs.

BitSight Technologies Massachussets Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-406 www.bitsighttech.com

BitSight gathers terabytes of data on a daily basis from a variety of 
global data sources. BitSight performs intensive analysis on all data that 
goes into our ratings platform to ensure that it is objective, verifiable, 
and actionable.

http://www.accessdata.com/
http://www.anomali.com/
http://www.avinetworks.com/
http://www.bitsighttech.com/


Bromium CA Co-Exhibitor Hall 10.0 10.0-216 www.bromium.com

Bromium protects your brand, data and people using virtualization-
based security. The company converts an enterprise’s largest liability - 
endpoints and servers -into its best defense. By combining their 
patented hardware-enforced containerization to deliver application 
isolation and control, with a distributed Sensor Network to protect 
across all major threat vectors and attack types, Bromium stops 
malware in its tracks. Unlike traditional security technologies, Bromium 
automatically isolates threats and adapts to new attacks using 
behavioral analysis and instantly shares threat intelligence to eliminate 
the impact of malware. Bromium offers defense-grade security and 
counts a rapidly growing set of Fortune 500 companies and government 
agencies as customers.

Claroty Ltd. NY Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-546 www.claroty.com

Claroty was conceived to secure the safety and reliability of industrial 
control networks that run the world from cyber-attacks. 

The Claroty Platform is an integrated set of cyber security products that 
provides extreme visibility, unmatched cyber threat detection, secure 
remote access, and risk assessments for industrial control networks 
(ICS/OT).

Cloudfare, Inc CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10 10.0-401 www.cloudflare.com

Cloud (computing) security
Denial of service protection (40)
Firewalls (82)
Web application security (81)

Cofense VA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10 10.0-526 www.cofense.com

Cofense™, formerly known as PhishMe®, is the leading provider of 
human-driven phishing defence solutions for organisations concerned 
with their susceptibility to sophisticated cyber attacks. Cofense delivers 
a collaborative, cooperative approach to cybersecurity by enabling 
organisation-wide response to the most used attack vector—phishing. 
Cofense serves customers of all sizes across multiple industries including 
financial services, energy, government, healthcare, technology and 
manufacturing, as well as other 1,000 global entities that understand 
how engaging user behavior will improve security, aid incident response 
and reduce the risk of compromise.

Cylance CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 9 9-118 www.cylance.com

Cylance® is revolutionizing cybersecurity with products and services that 
proactively prevent, rather than reactively detect the execution of 
advanced persistent threats and malware. Our technology is deployed 
on over four million endpoints and protects hundreds of enterprise 
clients worldwide including Fortune 100 organizations and government 
institutions.

http://www.bromium.com/
http://www.claroty.com/
http://www.cloudflare.com/
http://www.cofense.com/
http://www.cylance.com/


Demisto CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-106 www.demisto.com

Auditing (31)
Awareness (76)
Banking (IT security solutions) (104)
Compliance/GRC (products and services) (126)
Computer emergency response team (CERT) (25)
Event management (27)
Forensics (61)
Health services (IT security solutions) (64)
Internet providers (7)
Managed security services (108)
Security management (92)

EmpowerID OH Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-527 www.empowerid.com

Authentication (82)
Compliance/GRC (products and services) (126)
Identity and access management (105)
Single sign-on (28)
User (rights) administration (43)

enSilo CA Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-411 www.ensilo.com

How do you protect endpoints despite being infected? The answer was 
simple. Protect the endpoint and its corresponding data, out of the box, 
and in real-time, no matter what. In doing so, it required development 
of a patented approach to provide post-infection protection. Over time 
enSilo has developed pre-infection, threat hunting, and incident 
response capabilities for a comprehensive endpoint solution. Some of 
the company's customers have called it an upside-down approach. 
Others have said enSilo takes all the security drama out of the picture. 
Any way you look at it, it’s a refreshing approach, because enSilo 
protects endpoint both pre- and post-infection. They worry about 
malware so you don’t have to.

FireMon KS Co-Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-716 www.firemon.com

FireMon is the No.1 provider of Intelligent Security Management 
solutions worldwide, combining advanced benchmarking, simulation, 
and analysis to deliver next generation security intelligence. Since 
creating the first-ever network security management solution 15 years 
ago, FireMon solutions have continued to deliver visibility into and 
control over complex network security infrastructure, policies, and risk 
to over 1,500 customers around the world. Using the FireMon 
Intelligent Security Management platform, today’s leading enterprise 
organizations, government agencies, and managed security providers 
have dramatically improved effectiveness of network defenses, 
accelerating business agility optimizing return on investment.

ForeScout Technologies CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 9 9-410 www.forescout.com

ForeScout delivers pervasive network security by allowing organizations 
to continuously monitor and mitigate security exposures and cyber 
attacks. The company’s CounterACT™ appliance dynamically identifies 
and assesses network users, endpoints and applications to provide 
visibility, intelligence and policy-based mitigation of security issues. 
ForeScout’s open ControlFabric™ technology allows a broad range of IT 
security products and management systems to share information and 
automate remediation actions.

http://www.demisto.com/
http://www.empowerid.com/
http://www.ensilo.com/
http://www.firemon.com/
http://www.forescout.com/


HackerOne CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-826 https://hackerone.com

HackerOne was started by hackers and security leaders who are driven 
by a passion to make the internet safer. Our platform is the industry 
standard for hacker-powered security. We partner with the global 
hacker community to surface the most relevant security issues of our 
customers before they can be exploited by criminals. HackerOne is 
headquartered in San Francisco with offices in London and the 
Netherlands. Investors include Benchmark, New Enterprise Associates, 
Dragoneer Investments, and EQT Ventures.

Illumio CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-214 www.illumio.com

Illumio, the leader in micro-segmentation, prevents the spread of cyber 
threats inside data centers and cloud environments. Enterprises such as 
Morgan Stanley, BNP Paribas, Salesforce, Workday, and Oracle NetSuite 
use Illumio to reduce cyber risk and achieve regulatory compliance. 
Illumio’s Adaptive Security Platform™ uniquely protects critical 
information with real-time application dependency mapping and micro-
segmentation that works in any data center, public cloud, or across 
hybrid deployments on bare-metal, virtualization, and containers.

InfoArmor AZ Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-101 ati.infoarmor.com

APT protection (53)
Threat analyses (105)

InSights Cyber Intelligence Inc. NY Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-303 https://intsights.com

The founders of InSights are veterans of elite military cybersecurity and 
intelligence units, where they acquired a deep understanding of how 
hackers think, collaborate and act. IntSights' ground-breaking data-
mining algorithms and unique machine learning capabilities 
continuously monitor an enterprise’s external digital profile across the 
surface, deep and dark web, categorize and analyze tens of thousands 
of threats, and automate the risk remediation lifecycle — streamlining 
workflows, maximizing resources, and securing business operations. 
This has made IntSights one of the fastest growing cyber security 
companies in the world. IntSights has offices in Tel Aviv, Amsterdam, 
New York and Dallas.

Ipswitch, Inc Massachussets Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-416 de.ipswitch.com

Today’s hard-working IT teams are relied upon to manage increasing 
complexity and deliver near-zero downtime. Our IT management 
software helps them succeed by enabling secure control of business 
transactions, applications, and infrastructure.

Our software is powerful, flexible, and easy to try, buy and use. We help 
IT teams shine by delivering 24/7 performance across cloud, virtual, and 
network environments.

https://hackerone.com/
http://www.illumio.com/
https://intsights.com/


NetSfere IL Co-Exhibitor Hall 10.0 10.0-223 www.netsfere.com

NetSfere from Infinite Convergence Solutions is an industry-leading 
secure messaging service for businesses. The solution has location-
based capabilities, provides secure end-to-end encryption across 
devices, and can be administratively controlled and managed, while 
helping to meet compliance requirements. Infinite Convergence 
Solutions provides next-generation messaging and mobility solutions to 
public and corporate organizations worldwide, including an Enterprise 
Messaging Services suite, secure messaging through the stand-alone 
NetSfere service, and SMS, MMS, and RCS solutions. The company's 
technology supports more than 400 million users and transmits over 
one trillion messages every year. Infinite Convergence Solutions has 
offices in the US, Germany, India and Singapore.

Netwrix Corporation CA Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-506 www.netwrix.com

Netwrix Auditor platform maximizes visibility of IT infrastructure 
changes and data access by providing actionable audit data about who 
changed what, when, and where, and who has access to what. Netwrix 
Auditor helps prevent security breaches caused by insider attacks, pass 
audits and minimize compliance costs or just keep tabs on what 
privileged users are doing in the environment and why.

Netwrix Corporation CA Direct Exhibitor  Hall 10.1 10.1-407 www.netwrix.com

Netwrix Auditor platform maximizes visibility of IT infrastructure 
changes and data access by providing actionable audit data about who 
changed what, when and where and who has access to what. Netwrix 
Auditor helps prevent security breaches caused by insider attacks, pass 
audits and minimize compliance costs or just keep tabs on what 
privileged users are doing in the environment and why.

NeuVector Inc. CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-416 www.neuvector.com

NeuVector is the leader in Kubernetes security and delivers the first and 
only multi-vector container security platform. NeuVector enables the 
confident deployment of enterprise-wide container strategies, across 
multi-cloud and on-premise environments. NeuVector delivers east-
west container traffic visibility, hosts security and container inspection 
in a highly integrated, automated security solution. NeuVector 
customers include global leaders in financial services, healthcare and 
publishing, and NeuVector partners with AWS, Docker, Google, IBM, 
Rancher, Red Hat and others. Founded by industry veterans from 
Fortinet, VMware, and Trend Micro, NeuVector has developed patent-
pending behavioral learning and network inspection for container 
security.

OPSWAT CA Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-648 www.opswat.com

Sixteen years… close to 200 employees… eight offices around the 
world… over a thousand customers… two platforms offering many 
solutions for comprehensive cyber security… six patents… hundreds of 
partners… these are just a few of the numbers that tell the OPSWAT 
story.

http://www.netsfere.com/
http://www.netwrix.com/
http://www.netwrix.com/
http://www.neuvector.com/
http://www.opswat.com/


OWASP MD Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-504 www.owasp.org

Every vibrant technology marketplace needs an unbiased source of 
information on best practices as well as an active body advocating open 
standards. In the Application Security space, one of those groups is the 
Open Web Application Security Project (or OWASP for short).
The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) is a 501(c)(3) 
worldwide not-for-profit charitable organization focused on improving 
the security of software. Their mission is to make software security 
visible, so that individuals and organizations are able to make informed 
decisions. OWASP is in an unique position to provide impartial, practical 
information about AppSec to individuals, corporations, universities, 
government agencies, and other organizations worldwide. Operating as 
a community of like-minded professionals, OWASP issues software tools 
and knowledge-based documentation on application security.

Picus Security CA Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-648 www.picussecurity.com

Security solutions (IPS, NGFW, WAF, DLP, AntiMalware, Sandbox, SWG) 
are getting more and more complex to manage, after investing Millions 
of US Dollar, many enterprises are starting to question their 
investments based on the results they are obtaining. Picus Security 
offers a unique approach for enterprises to measure their cyber-threat 
readiness and strengthen defence measures in minutes. Deployed in 
production networks, Picus simulates attack scenarios breaching 
security defenses as if a real attack is taking place. Picus is a continuous 
attack simulation solution 24/7 with a unique remediation capability 
which assists enterprises on improving their security posture.

SailPoint Technologies, Inc. TX Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-546 www.sailpoint.com

SailPoint Technologies, Inc. develops identity governance software in 
the United States. The company's software integrates role 
management, accesses request management, and compliances 
management solutions that help enterprises to capture control over 
user access to streamline IT compliance processes and reduce the risks 
of fraud. Its products include IdentityIQ, which is an identity governance 
solution that gives enterprises the visibility into and control over user 
access and streamlines complex processes; IdentityIQ Compliance 
Manager, which integrates access certification, policy enforcement, and 
activity monitoring capabilities and automates the auditing, reporting, 
and management activities; and IdentityIQ Role Manager that helps 
organizations to create, enforce, and verify role-based access in 
enterprise applications.

SANS Institute ML Direct Exhibitor Hall 9 9-253 www.sans.org

Established in 1989, SANS Institute is the largest information 
security training organisation in the world. SANS provides intensive, 
technical training designed to impart the skills and techniques necessary 
for defending systems and networks against the most dangerous 
threats - the ones being actively exploited.

http://www.owasp.org/
http://www.picussecurity.com/
http://www.sailpoint.com/
http://www.sans.org/


Securonix CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-406 www.securonix.com

The company's customers can expect to experience a collaborative long-
term relationship that is built on commitment, trust and respect. 
Securonix will work closely with their customers to understand their key 
motivations and utilize all of the resources efficiently to provide 
sustainable value to their business. Securonix is committed to their 
customer’s success and will work professionally to ensure that each and 
every customer receives personal attention, quality service, and 
exceptional suppor

SecurView, Inc. NJ Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-127 www.securview.com

SecurView was founded in 2007 to deliver cyber security solutions. The 
company's security services specialize in areas related to datacenters, 
mobility, network identity policy, and segmentation. SecurView also 
assess client-specific security requirements and provides 
comprehensive plans to deliver solutions. Overall, the company offers a 
variety of products, services, and solutions.

Siemplify NY Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-439 www.siemplify.co

The Siemplify team is comprised of cyber-security professionals, 
veterans of Israeli intelligence agencies. Rich experience are brought in 
security analysis, management and operations and are backed by 
experts in data science and applied mathematics.

Skybox Security Inc. CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 9 9-408 www.skyboxsecurity.com

Skybox gives security leaders the cybersecurity management solutions 
they need to eliminate attack vectors and safeguard business data and 
services every day. With unparalleled visibility and context-aware 
intelligence of the attack surface, Skybox solutions drive effective 
vulnerability and threat management, firewall management and 
continuous compliance monitoring.

Established in 2002, Skybox is a privately held company with worldwide 
sales and support teams serving an international customer base of 
2,000 global enterprises and government agencies.

SpyCloud, Inc. TX Direct Exhibitor Hall 9 9-439 www.spycloud.com

SpyCloud, Inc. recovers stolen assets that are not visible on the deep 
and dark web and protects companies from the rising tide of account 
take overs (ATOs).

Symas CO Co-Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-601 www.symas.com

Symas delivers open source IAM infrastructure solutions and enterprise 
support from the most qualified experts in the field. The company helps 
organizations achieve vendor independence, scalability, and superior 
performance in directory services.

Synack Inc CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 9 9-224 www.synack.com

Synack is redefining traditional models of security testing through 
revolutionary technology and innovative thinking. Synack's aim is to 
provide customers a scalable, continuous platform powered by the 
world's elite security researchers which uncovers security vulnerabilities 
that often remain undetected by your existing pen testers and scanners. 
Protecting the likes of Santander, Dominos and the DoD, Synack is 
enabling some of the largest organizations in the world to fix security 
holes in their digital assets before criminal hackers exploit them.

http://www.securonix.com/
http://www.securview.com/
http://www.siemplify.co/
http://www.skyboxsecurity.com/
http://www.spycloud.com/
http://www.symas.com/
http://www.synack.com/


ThreatMetrix CA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-518 www.threatmetrix.com

ThreatMetrix®, a LexisNexis® Risk Solutions Company, provides an end-
to-end platform for digital identity intelligence and trust decisioning. 
Their solutions recognize up to 95 percent of returning website visitors. 
ThreatMetrix instantly detects high-risk transactions and dynamically 
scores them, enabling digital businesses to safely grow online revenue 
and personalize the digital experience for trusted customers. With 
ThreatMetrix, sales conversion rates rise and fewer customers get 
flagged for review. Fraud, security, and payment operations run more 
efficiently. Operational costs decrease and, best of all, fraudsters often 
leave for greener pastures. ThreatMetrix believes security doesn’t need 
to come at the expense of profitability. Security and fraud prevention 
simply needs to be better, not harder for legitimate customers. That’s 
profitability and security without compromise.

WatchGuard Technologies, Inc. WA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-206 www.watchguard.com

For over 20 years, WatchGuard has pioneered cutting-edge cyber 
security technology and delivered it as easy-to-deploy and easy-to-
manage solutions. With industry-leading network security, secure Wi-Fi, 
and network intelligence products and services, WatchGuard enables 
more than 80,000 small and midsize enterprises from around the globe 
to protect their most important assets. In a world where the cyber 
security landscape is constantly evolving, and new threats emerge each 
day, WatchGuard makes enterprise-grade cyber security technology 
accessible for every company. WatchGuard is headquartered in Seattle, 
Washington, with offices throughout North America, Europe, Asia 
Pacific, and Latin America.

wolfSSL Inc WA Direct Exhibitor Hall 10.1 10.1-808 www.wolfssl.com

wolfSSL is an open source TLS library. wolfSSL’s products offer optimal 
performance, rapid integration, leverage hardware crypto, and support 
for the most current standards. wolfSSL is the best tested crypto, the #1 
TLS in IoT and the first embedded TLS 1.3 implementation with TPM 2.0, 
MQTT, FIPS 140 certification and hardware crypto acceleration. All 
products are backed 24/7 support.

Zecurion NY Co-Exhibitor Hall 9 9-506 www.zecurion.com

Zecurion has successfully developed and implemented security solutions 
providing proven and reliable protection against leaks for thousands of 
companies around the world. Started in 2001, this privately held 
company was one of the first to bring highly sensitive, robust products 
to the market enabling organizations to manage the risk of employees 
accidentally or intentionally sharing confidential information.

http://www.threatmetrix.com/
http://www.watchguard.com/
http://www.wolfssl.com/
http://www.zecurion.com/
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